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The significance of gene
duplication as a source of new
genes — and hence of evolutionary
innovation — has been appreciated
since the first spontaneous
duplication (at the Bar locus) was
recovered in the fruitfly, Drosophila
melanogaster. From its discovery,
H.J. Muller [1] reasoned that if a
gene gives rise to a functionally
redundant copy, one of the two will
be free to accumulate mutations
and gradually evolve a new
function, while the other retains its
original function. In this way, he
figured, every gene must have
arisen from a pre-existing gene. 
As an example, Muller
speculated that the Drosophila
bristle/proneural genes, achaete
and scute, being chromosomal
neighbors and having similar
functions, might be the
descendants of an ancient tandem
duplication event (as it turns out,
he was right [2]). The availability of
whole genome sequences has,
however, allowed us to move
beyond such speculations, as gene
duplicates can now be identified en
masse. The picture that has
emerged from such studies is
clear: gene duplication has been a
major force in genome evolution,
from the occasional wholesale
duplication of entire genomes [3] to
the regular duplication of individual
genes [4,5].
Although duplicate genes are
common in eukaryotic genomes —
comprising an estimated 30–60%
of genes [6] — the vast majority of
new duplicates are destined for
extinction [7]. Most never reach
appreciable population frequencies
and, of those that do, most suffer
degenerative mutations that render
them nonfunctional pseudogenes. 
How have extant duplicates
escaped this fate? In classical
models [8–10], a duplicate gene’s
survival hinges on whether it
evolves a new function by fixing
beneficial mutations
(‘neofunctionalization’; Figure 1)
before being silenced by
degenerative ones. Recently,
though, a second model of
duplicate gene preservation has
been suggested, one that does
not require positive selection [11].
In this model, two new gene
copies become fixed for
degenerative mutations at
complementary subfunctions such
that both gene copies are required
to cover the multiple subfunctions
once performed by the parent
gene (‘subfunctionalization’;
Figure 1). The question, then, is:
what are the relative contributions
of neofunctionalization and
subfunctionalization to duplicate
gene preservation?
It is tempting to argue that
neofunctionalization occurs less
often, as it depends on a rare class
of beneficial mutations, whereas
subfunctionalization depends on
an abundant class of degenerative
ones. But the probability of
subfunctionalization may not be as
high as it at first seems, as it
strongly depends on the number of
independently mutable
subfunctions that new gene
duplicates have in common [11],
and several whole-genome surveys
have revealed that the number of
common subfunctions is often
limited from the start. 
In Drosophila, for instance, about
one quarter of gene duplicates are
produced via retroposition (K.
Thornton, personal communication)
and thus, having passed through
mRNA intermediates, no longer
possess the same regulatory
apparatuses as their parent genes.
Similarly, in Caenorhabditis
elegans, most new gene copies are
partial rather than full duplicates
and many appear chimeric,
possessing unique exons [12].
These patterns of origination
suggest that neofunctionalization
may contribute substantially to
duplicate gene preservation.
Unfortunately, patterns of duplicate
gene sequence divergence, while
suggestive, have not proven
sufficiently powerful to distinguish
between the two preservation
processes [13]. Ultimately,
definitive answers will require
detailed functional and evolutionary
analysis of duplicate genes at the
early stages of differentiation.
As reported in this issue of
Current Biology, Loppin et al. [14]
carried out just such an analysis of
the K81 gene, the latest in a
growing number of studies of
young duplicates in Drosophila.
Until recently, most putative cases
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Figure 1. Alternative ways of
stably preserving new gene
duplicates.
A gene with two cis-regula-
tory modules (short bars),
conferring expression in two
different tissues, and a single
open reading frame (long bar)
is duplicated and then either
neofunctionalized, where one
copy evolves a new (red)
function, one retains the orig-
inal function, or subfunction-
alized, where each copy
loses a subfunction to degen-
erative (X) mutations.
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of neofunctionalization were
inferred from evidence of positive
selection early in a new gene’s
history. But Loppin et al. [14] set
out to characterize K81, not for its
interesting evolutionary history, but
for its interesting phenotype: K81
is one of only four loci in
Drosophila that when disrupted
cause paternal effect lethality.
Homozygous mutant males are
viable and produce perfectly motile
sperm capable of egg penetration,
but the development of K81-
fertilized zygotes fails because the
paternal chromosomes are lost
during early mitotic divisions.
Cytological studies suggested that
K81 mutations cause a failure of
chromatin remodeling necessary to
transform a condensed sperm
nucleus into functional male
pronucleus [15]. 
Loppin et al. [14] genetically
mapped and characterized K81,
confirming its molecular identity
via transformation and showing
that it is expressed primarily in the
male germline. The unusual
evolutionary history of K81 became
clear when K81 orthologs failed to
turn up in BLAST searches against
the genome of Drosophila
pseudoobscura, a species that
split from the lineage leading to D.
melanogaster ~25–30 million years
ago. Loppin et al. [14] then further
narrowed K81’s origin to the
common ancestor of D.
melanogaster and its eight closest
relatives, ~15–20 million years ago.
Thus K81 is a new gene that has
evolved an essential sperm-
contributed paternal function in a
relatively short time.
Several questions remain in the
K81 story. First, the evidence for
positive selection at K81 — a
burst of amino acid substitutions
early in its history — is not
definitive and could be explained
by a period of relaxed purifying
selection. Second, we must
acknowledge the complication
that subfunctionalization and
neofunctionalization are not
mutually exclusive processes: a
duplicate gene pair might first
subfunctionalize — for example,
come to be expressed in different
tissue subsets — and then
neofunctionalize — for example,
evolve tissue-specialized protein
functions [16]. We cannot exclude
such a scenario for K81. Its parent
gene is ubiquitously expressed in
both sexes, including in the
testes, suggesting a generalized
function. K81, perhaps coming
under the regulatory control of a
neighboring gene with male
germline-specific expression, as
Loppin et al. [14] suggest, may
have then become specialized for
its sperm-specific function. Future
work will no doubt resolve the
evolutionary forces featuring in
K81’s history in more detail.
These difficult questions
notwithstanding, the story of the
new K81 gene shares several
intriguing features with those of
other new, neofunctionalized
genes in Drosophila. For instance,
the new genes jingwei, Sdic,
sphinx, Dntf-2r and Adh-Finnegan
(reviewed in [17]) have all acquired
novel expression patterns and all
experienced bouts of accelerated
evolution, some clearly driven by
positive selection. Indeed, recent
functional analysis [18] of jingwei,
the best-characterized new gene,
confirmed that the adaptively
driven amino acid substitutions
accrued during its 2.5 million
years existence confer a new
substrate specificity compared
with that of its parent gene. 
Another important shared feature
is that all of these genes are
chimeric, comprising exons from
more than one gene, or possessing
novel regulatory regions, or both.
The structure of new genes
therefore implies that evolutionary
theory on the fates of fully
redundant gene duplicates may not
be adequate and that the fates of
new genes are strongly influenced
by their mutational origins [13].
As informative as the above
cases have been, they are too few
to allow broad generalizations just
yet. One problem has been that
nearly all were discovered
fortuitously during work on
unrelated questions. (It is no
coincidence that two of the new
genes involve Adh, one of the
most studied genes in
Drosophila.) The Dntf-2r gene is a
notable exception as it was first
identified in a bioinformatics
survey of the D. melanogaster
genome [19]. The latter case thus
exemplifies how the field is
coming to rely less on serendipity
and more on systematic surveys
of whole genome sequences to
identify new genes.
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